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Abstract
This article argues that 40 years after Baumol and Bowen laid the foundations for the cost disease theory cultural economists should make a choice. They should either stop using the term cost disease and advise art administrators and politicians to do the same or they should promote the development of an altogether new and multidisciplinary practice of applying the cost disease theory. The first choice would be based on the acknowledgment that the basic propositions and assumptions of the cost disease theory insufficiently agree with the facts and that it is often impossible to prove that the discomfort experienced by ‘diseased’ art companies follows from a condition of rising costs and not from other circumstances. The second choice implies that this acknowledgement is not decisive, because in this approach the researcher attempts to determine the presence and relative importance of a cost disease caused by a condition of cost increases exceeding the economy’s rate of inflation next to other diseases that cause financial problems in the arts.

To demonstrate the need for making this choice 40 years after the birth of the cost disease theory, the article commences with an examination of the use of the term ‘disease’ and attempts to reword some existing criticism of the theory and its application in the arts. It does not add to the existing criticism, but by analyzing different interpretations of the notion of the earning gap and the assumption of constant quality, it puts some of the criticism in perspective. Also, it attempts to give some of the existing criticism a constructive twist by examining in which situations the cost disease theory can more or less safely be applied because quality is sufficiently constant. Such situations however, do not exist in the arts. It argues that given the existing practices, the success of the theory is not deserved and possibly harmful to both cultural economics and the arts. Moreover, the article examines the socio-historical context in which this theory could arise and become successful despite its shortcomings.
Introduction

“Believe me, you are flogging a dead horse.” This is what one of the cultural economists who earlier criticized the cost disease theory told me after he had read an earlier version of this article. Is the cost disease theory, 40 years after its birth dead? Although many respectable and influential economic theories live less long than 40 years, this certainly does not apply to the cost disease theory. It is alive and kicking. Of all the BA and MA students in my cultural studies department who had to write essays on a topic in cultural economics of their own choosing over the last four years, one out of four wrote an essay on the cost disease. All of these students either applied the theory to the arts or explained the theory at length without paying any or hardly any attention to the criticism, even though the criticism had been discussed during classes. Clearly no other theory in cultural economics receives this much attention from students.

The cost disease theory is not just a scientific theory that keeps students and a number of economists who work at universities busy and happy. Others who work at ministries and research institutes have produced and continue to produce plenty of applied research – including policy recommendations – that rely heavily on the cost disease theory. I cannot prove it but I have the impression that it is probably more than less than 10 years ago. A search on Google also bears out this observation. Finally, in discussions on art policies, the term cost disease has become widely known, also among non-economists. Art administrators and even journalists at daily newspapers use the term with ease. They know what they’re talking about and understand one another or, in any case, they pretend they do. The successful diffusion of the cost disease theory continues and its rhetoric is stronger than ever before and clearly influences art policies.

If my colleague is right in saying that the horse as a scientific theory has been shot and is officially dead, one may well ask when it died. The only occasion I can think of that something like an official death certificate may have been issued, could be in 1996 in a special issue of the Journal of Cultural Economics, which celebrated the 30th anniversary of the publication of Baumol and Bowen’s book Performing Arts: The Economic Dilemma. However, the public message that emerged from this issue clearly had a double meaning and certainly did not look like a death certificate. On the one hand, it applauded the cost disease theory and proclaimed it to be the founding stone of Cultural Economics. Moreover, the opening article was a contribution by Baumol in which he continues to apply the cost disease theory among others to the arts. On the other hand, it contained contributions by leading cultural economists that in a polite way were very critical of the cost disease theory. One could argue that these contributions killed the beast. Nevertheless, in these contributions and in the editorial commentary, there was not even the slightest hint that it may be better to just stop applying the cost disease theory in the arts. The atmosphere was one of celebration, with the journal putting the cost disease theory on a pedestal and in fact emphasizing the continuing value of the cost disease theory for the study of the arts.

Because of this double message and because the majority of the critical texts were only comprehensible for well-informed economists, the shooting of the beast in science, if it ever occurred, largely went unnoticed. In fact, the criticism on the cost disease and its possible death mainly rests on tacit knowledge among a small group of cultural economists who never made a real effort to diffuse their knowledge among the much larger groups of ‘ordinary’ economists and art administrators who apply the theory. Why have they never bothered to do so? And more importantly, even though some of the criticism has become part of at least some teaching in cultural economics, why does the cost disease theory remain such a popular theory? These are the primary questions I attempt to answer in this article.

Because these questions can only be answered through a partly socio-historical analysis, this article is less concise, crisp and ‘economic’ than the average JCE article. The analysis is partly sociological and partly historical. Given the purpose of the article, it does not make use of mathematical language, as has been common in the JCE articles on the cost disease. In spite of this difference, I am convinced that at the fortieth anniversary of the cost disease, the JCE is the appropriate platform for renewed discussion. After all, Baumol, the primary inventor of the theory, was very clear about wanting his theory to serve policy making. Therefore, it would be irresponsible of cultural economists not to renew a discussion on a horse that according to some of them is formally dead but in practice is very alive at its 40th anniversary.

The choice of the term ‘disease’ in ‘cost disease’ serves rhetorical purposes, which is the same that can be said regarding the choice of any other scientific term. The medical term ‘disease’ is used here in a metaphorical sense. Therefore, Section 2 presents a non-mathematical exposition of the cost disease theory by applying a step by step medical definition of a disease to the theory of unbalanced growth. It discusses the condition that underlies the cost disease:
cost increases that exceed the economy’s rate of inflation, its causes, its
 distressing consequences as well as the propositions and assumptions and the
 empirical tests of the theory. Section 3 discusses the propositions of the theory
 with respect to developments in technique, labor intensity, and wages in the arts
 and elsewhere and the assumption of cost being inevitable. It also discusses the
 possibility that cost increases that are diagnosed as a cost disease more likely
 represent an inefficiency or subsidy disease. Section 4 analyzes the kind of
 discomfort the cost disease causes in the arts. In this context, it makes a
difference how the concept of the earning gap is interpreted.

Section 5 looks into the assumptions of the theory with respect to given
preferences and constant quality. It examines the possibility that cost increases
that are diagnosed as a cost disease sooner represent a loss-of-attrativeness
disease than a cost disease. Section 6 argues that one should not reject the cost
disease theory simply because the assumption of constant quality does not agree
with the facts. Instead one should ask if given the research purposes, quality is
sufficiently constant. The conclusion of Sections 6 and 7 is that both in more
specific areas of the arts as in the arts in general quality is insufficiently constant
 to allow application of the theory. Section 8 discusses possible explanations for
the ongoing success of the cost disease theory, while Section 9 argues that
cultural economists made a mistake by confusing market value with aesthetic
value and their own values. Moreover, what they diagnose as a cost disease can
also be a supposedly-wrong-valuations disease.

Because cultural economists mainly used examples taken from the live
performance of classical music to illustrate the cost disease theory, this article
pays special attention to the development of classical music.

An Abnormal Condition that Causes Discomfort

In their 1965–66 discussion of the anatomy of the income gap, Baumol and
Bowen did not use the term cost disease. But from 1969 onward, Baumol and
other cultural economists have used the term whenever they have discussed or
applied the theory of unbalanced growth. These economists have used the
medical term ‘disease’ in a metaphorical sense. As with any other term, its
choice stems from rhetorical purposes. Because the term ‘disease’ implies some
form of discomfort or distress, people almost automatically start to think of
undertaking action that will alleviate this discomfort. Baumol himself has
always been clear about his purposes: he has advised policy makers again and
again to take the cost disease in the arts seriously and consider higher subsidies
for the arts.6

In medicine, a disease is any abnormal condition of the body or mind with a
known cause (or causes) that leads to discomfort, dysfunction or distress to the
person affected or those in contact with the person.7 It follows that an abnormal
condition that does not cause discomfort or whose presence implies only an
increased chance of developing discomfort in the future is not a disease. An
abnormal condition however, that is bound to cause future discomfort may be
called a disease. The latter depends on existing conventions. Moreover, in
medicine it is emphasized that considering a syndrome as a disease ultimately
rests on value judgments. Such judgments are often shared among groups and
depend on changing conventions in medicine and in society at large on the
interpretation of ‘abnormal’, ‘cause(s)’, ‘leading to’ and ‘discomfort’.8 For
instance, many practitioners do not consider a syndrome a disease, if it only
leads to minor discomfort much later in life.

In the metaphorical use of the term ‘disease’ in ‘cost disease’, a specific
abnormal condition of an area of economic activity, for instance an area of the
arts or the arts at large, is called a disease. This is the abnormal condition of,
in the words of Baumol “cost increases that are unrelenting and cumulative and
that exceed the economy’s rate of inflation”.9 The abnormal condition has
known causes: (1) there is less technical progress in these areas than elsewhere,
(2) production in these areas is inherently labor-intensive and (3) the wages in
these areas rise at more or less the same rate as elsewhere.

The condition described by Baumol is hardly abnormal; it can apply to up to
half of a country’s economy and, in any case, it applies to relatively large parts
of the economy. Therefore, it is not amazing that according to the prevailing
conventions, economists primarily speak of a cost disease, when a condition
exists of cost increases exceeding the rate of inflation as well as the rate of cost
change (which can be positive, zero and negative) in those areas of production
that offer relatively important substitutes. In the following I shall refer to this
specific condition as the rising-cost condition.

The rising-cost condition represents a disease if it leads to a problem, i.e.,
discomfort or dysfunction or distress for the arts or areas within the arts or a
specific group of arts organizations or those in contact with them. The
discomfort follows from a reduction in output and/or quality, and/or it follows
from an increase in the relative share of non-market income or unearned income
in total earnings. The latter is referred to as a growing earning gap. (Whereas
the broader condition of cost increases exceeding the rate of inflation will often not lead to discomfort and thus to disease, the chance that the rising-cost condition as defined above will occur, which also involves cost increases exceeding cost change in relevant other areas of production, is likely to be higher.

As in medicine, calling the abnormal condition a disease ultimately rests on value judgments. Such judgments are often shared among groups and depend on changing conventions in economics and in the society at large on the interpretation of ‘leading to, ‘cause(s)’, ‘discomfort, ‘output’, ‘quality’ and ‘unearned income’.

Not unlike in medicine, it can not only be the arts organizations themselves (the ‘patients’) that are experiencing discomfort, but also those in contact with arts organizations, for instance, governments or delegates or the public at large. It is thinkable that the first barely experience any discomfort while the latter experience more. This is likely to be the case when arts organizations are successful at increasing their non-market income, but politicians or economists worry. Or it can be the other way around: producers experience discomfort because they have no choice but to reduce or even interrupt production, i.e., the ‘patient’ dies, but others remain largely unconcerned. For instance, the latter was generally the case when a huge reduction of production occurred in the non-art services offered by butlers and companion ladies. Finally, it is also possible that the source of discomfort for producers represents a source of discomfort for other groups. For instance, when groups of consumers replace specific art products with more attractive substitutes, the producers of these products end up experiencing discomfort. However, at the same time, these consumers evidently think they are better off, while some liberal economists are likely to interpret the development as healthy, because they believe that this way general welfare increases. It is clear that if other groups such as art lovers and politicians experience discomfort independent of their own art consumption, a fundamental disagreement on values is at stake. What is a disease for one group is a beneficial development for another.

Again, it is important to realize that the existence of the abnormal rising-cost condition does not automatically imply the existence of discomfort and thus of a cost disease. In this context it is worth noting that conventions in economics differ regarding the period within which the abnormal rising-cost condition must cause discomfort. As in medicine, most economists are not referring to a disease when the abnormal rising-cost condition is going to cause a person or an area of production that functions well to experience discomfort only in the distant future. For instance, in the second half of the last century, there was an ‘abnormal’ condition of unrelenting and cumulative cost increases in the areas of psychotherapy and child care. They exceeded the economy’s rate of inflation year after year. Moreover, the cost increases in psychotherapy also exceeded cost increases in areas of production that offer relatively important substitutes like therapies that primarily involve the prescription of pills. Nevertheless, these activities boomed. Although Baumol may have called these areas diseased, most economists would not, because at that time there was no financial problem and no experience of discomfort, neither among producers nor among ‘those in contact with them’.

This difference in conventions matters in the context of this article, because the broad interpretation of the term ‘disease’ by Baumol who speak of a disease even when discomfort or dysfunction due to financial problems are still far off, has probably contributed to an even broader rhetorical use of the term ‘cost disease’ among art administrators and politicians. Unlike Baumol, administrators, politicians and even researchers often speak of a cost disease when costs increases exceed the economy’s rate of inflation, while ignoring present and future developments in earnings. (This is somewhat understandable because in Baumol’s original formulation of the theory of unbalanced growth, future discomfort is inevitable.) Moreover, unlike Baumol, they sometimes speak of a cost disease even when there is less technical progress than elsewhere or when labor productivity increases are less than elsewhere or when costs are rising more than the costs of substitutes. They therefore not only ignore developments in earnings, but also fail to examine if developments in technique, productivity and wages cause cost increases to exceed the rate of inflation. Both broad uses of the term ‘disease’ serve rhetorical purposes, but go against conventions in both medicine and economics.

It is also noteworthy that Baumol and some other economists speak of a disease when the abnormal condition implies an increased chance of developing discomfort in the future. Because in this case the causes are not fully known, this use of the term deviates from the dominant use of the term in medicine. More importantly, most economists do not use the term in this sense.

Furthermore, different conventions exist in economics regarding the interpretation of the terms ‘earned’ and ‘unearned income’. When earned income is the same as market income, a situation of discomfort and a possible cost disease is more likely to occur than when earned income also includes
certain forms of non-market income. Section 4 examines various opinions and conventions with regard to the interpretation of earned income.

A number of researchers have tried to test the cost disease theory by attempting to answer the question of whether, since 1965, the abnormal condition of cost increases exceeding the rate of inflation has existed and has led to a reduction in output and/or quality and/or increase in the relative earning gap, thus causing discomfort among at least some groups. On the basis of their theory, Baumol and Bowen predicted an increase in the earning gap in the performing arts in the US of 1.5 to 3 per cent per year in the period from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s.

One study showed that in the US on average, there was no increase in the earning gap and therefore no cost disease in the performing arts between the mid-1960s and the early-1990s. Meanwhile, another study showed that Britain also experienced no cost disease during the 1970s. As far as I know, no comparable research results exist for mainland Europe. However, in the post-war period, the subsidization of performing art companies among the mainland European countries increased greatly and thus it appears that the relative earning gap must have increased as well. This development can be interpreted as an indirect proof of the existence of unbalanced growth. Moreover, this increase certainly caused discomfort for art companies and among government circles and thus a cost disease may have developed in these countries in this period.

In their explanation of the absence of a cost disease in the US and Britain, researchers usually concentrate on three main factors. First, there was greater technical progress in the performing arts than Baumol and Bowen had assumed. Second, wages rose less than elsewhere. And third, earned income increased more than expected and therefore the relative earning gap did not increase. The first two factors imply that the abnormal rising-cost condition was absent or only present in a mild form and the last that this condition did not cause discomfort.

As noted, the abnormal rising-cost condition as defined above has three known causes: (1) technical progress is less than elsewhere, (2) production is inherently labor-intensive, and (3) wages rise at more or less the same rate as elsewhere. These causes are propositions (or hypotheses of the theory of unbalanced growth. A further proposition is necessary for the theory’s prediction that the abnormal rising-cost condition leads to an increasing earning gap or a decrease in output and/or quality to be true. Thus (4) the developments in prices, the price elasticity and income elasticity of demand, and the development of other funds have to meet certain requirements, i.e., the impact of these factors taken together need to be such that the condition leads to the predicted effect. The theory also rests on three assumptions, i.e., basic propositions that determine how the world is perceived: (a) preferences are given (b) quality is constant and (c) costs are inevitable. Even if some of these assumptions and propositions are disproved by the facts, the cost disease theory can still be a consistent theory, but the conclusion that there is a cost disease no longer necessarily follows.

Several economists have shown that one or more propositions are denied by the facts.Acknowledging this, two routes are open to the economist. Either, he kills the horse – the theory is invalid and must be dismissed – or, he investigates the degree to which the various propositions are denied by the facts and then attempts to convince colleagues and policymakers on the usefulness or uselessness of applications of the theory in various real world situations. Because in this article I am concerned about the working of the theory in society, I take the second route. After all, almost any influential scientific theory could have been sunk on purely formal arguments right at the start.

**Developments in Technique, Wages and Efficiency**

This section examines the propositions and assumptions underlying the abnormal condition of cost increases exceeding the rate of inflation in the arts. Economists tend to agree that over the past fifty years in at least some areas of the arts, technical progress has been less than in other sectors, while labor-intensity remained high. Due to ever changing techniques, labor productivity continues to grow in the western economies. However, live art performances have been particularly "so to speak, technologically resistant to constant labor-saving innovation, i.e., to continuous increases in labor productivity". The classic example is that of the string quartet that requires as many musicians and as much time now as it did 300 years ago.

However, in the performing arts, as Baumol and Bowen themselves have pointed out, certain technical improvements have occurred to cut costs, while not adversely affecting the basic product qualities. Examples include cost savings due to the introduction of computerized lighting techniques and booking system, among others. This phenomenon has been widely discussed in the existing literature on the cost disease. It is possible that Baumol and Bowen somewhat underestimated the impact of it in the traditional live performing arts scene. Nevertheless, one may well argue that in the area of, for instance, live
classical music performances, the proposition broadly agrees with the facts. However, in other areas it does not. For instance, in the area of live pop music many new techniques have been introduced that have altered the qualities of existing products, while simultaneously lowering their costs, or that coincide with the introduction of new products with lower costs.

Moreover, technical reproduction in classical music and other music had led to significantly lower costs and reduced the labor-intensity of art production. In this respect, however, William and Hilda Baumol have argued that this is a one time affair. After the shift, technical progress is back to its old low level, while over the long term, because of the handmade nature of some of the essential activities in production, labor-intensity is bound to increase. Therefore, they predicted that this would lead to financial problems and thus to a cost disease in the future in these areas of art production as well as in film production. Nevertheless, given the advances of digitalization, the end result of cost saving innovations is not yet in sight. Moreover and more fundamentally, it must be noted that, in this respect, the difference between these and other production processes is merely a matter of degree. As Cowen pointed out, no products exist that do not involve some residual and inevitable personal labor, including creative activities.

The proposition that wages rise at more or less the same rate in the arts as elsewhere is largely disputed by the facts; at least thus far. Economists agree that, with some exceptions since 1965, wages have not risen at the same rate as they have elsewhere. There is evidence that in many countries artists’ incomes that were already relatively low have become even lower over the last forty years. The researchers of the aforementioned empirical studies that show that in many countries there has been no cost disease in the performing arts over this period, generally believe that the decrease of relative wages effectively nullified the effects of decreases in labor productivity on costs caused by the lack of technical progress plus the relatively high level of labor intensity. Thus the abnormal rising-cost condition did not exist during this period and thus there was no cost disease.

However, the development of wages thus far does not mean that the abnormal condition may not occur in the near future. It seems only logical that before too long wages will rise more or less at the same rate as elsewhere. Therefore, while there is currently no cost disease, there is reason to believe it may develop in the future.

It is true that as far as regular performing arts companies that employ artists are concerned, the relative difference in incomes in comparable professions cannot increase indefinitely because of government regulations and collective labor agreements and because of competition in various more or less ‘integrated’ labor markets. However, the same does not apply to the growing proportion of artists who are self-employed. Most so-called creative artists are self-employed. Moreover, in many countries the number of self-employed performing artists, many of them working as freelancers, is rapidly growing. Thus, there is evidence that the average relative incomes of creative artists and even performing artists continues to fall. Evidently, artists are willing to work for increasingly low relative wages. (This may be because of ever higher non-monetary income expectations.)

Nevertheless, because artists must live and thus face a survival constraint, there seems to be some natural limit to the lowering of artists’ incomes. But this is not really the case because artists can find other sources of income, which includes social security, non-art or art-related second jobs as well as income supplied by partners. Over the last few decades, multiple jobholding among artists has continued to grow and some artists have increasingly well-paid second jobs. This explains how a large majority of self-employed creative artists, like visual artists, composers and writers, can afford to earn very low to negligible hourly incomes. Even a zero income from art does not have to be the limit. For instance, in the Netherlands, circa forty percent of professional visual artists ‘pay’ to be able to work as artists and thus have negative incomes. (According to prevailing conventions these are professional artists because, unlike amateurs, they work within the canon of their discipline, ‘experts’ recognize their work, they can apply for subsidies and the taxman gives them the same reimbursements that other entrepreneurs receive.)

Given the conventions of economics, producers earn money while consumers spend money. Thus the economists may end up counting many of these artists not as professional producers but as consumers, because they spend money, even though they sell their work as well. Nevertheless, these ‘volunteers’, ‘hobbyists’, or ‘amateurs’ add considerably to the output of the arts. At the same time, this particular economic definition of a professional is interesting because it puts another light on the cost disease. The development of art producers who, in another sense, are also consumers and who increasingly rely on earnings from non-art and art-related jobs for their art activities adds to the possibility that a cost disease will never develop. It appears that the people of increasingly prosperous countries are willing to pay for an increased output of art products.
not only through straightforward consumption and public spending, but also through the ‘consumption’ activities that add to output.

As noted, the non-market income of the traditional performing arts companies is higher in the mainland European countries than it is in the US and Britain. Therefore, while so far there has not been a cost disease in the US or Britain, the mainland European countries may well have already suffered from a serious cost disease. However, at least two alternative explanations for this difference can be offered. First, it is possible that part of the costs in mainland Europe is the result of inefficiency and could have been prevented. Second, as will be explained in the next section, it is possible that the European traditional performing arts companies produce higher quality – or at least different – products, which means higher costs.

In the theory of unbalanced growth, costs are clearly inevitable. If one of two firms producing the same product using the same techniques and operating in the same labor market, is far less efficient than the other and as a result, experiences discomfort due to rising costs, it makes no sense to say that it suffers from a cost disease. Therefore, in order to tell if the rising-cost condition exists, one first has to subtract the costs due to ‘avoidable’ inefficiency. Is it possible that in the post-war period avoidable inefficiency was relatively high among the mainland European countries?28 If that was indeed the case then it was not a case of a severe cost disease, but instead an inefficiency disease. If this is true, the prevailing subsidy system during that period may well have contributed to the inefficiencies. What has been considered a cost disease could have been a special form of inefficiency disease: a subsidy disease.29 The fact that many European governments meanwhile acknowledged the existence of inefficiency in the performing arts and that this was one reason for replacing the system of funding deficits by funding budgets, makes it likely that at least part of the European disease is not a cost disease but an inefficiency disease.30

In practice, rising costs signal that whenever earnings do not rise correspondingly and art companies and artists do nothing about costs and/or earnings, they may end up in trouble in the long run. Action is called for. Therefore, it is also possible to view the discomfort caused by the rising-cost condition as a healthy development rather than as the source of an inevitable and incurable future disease. In this respect, rising costs can be a blessing rather than a disease. It urges companies and artists to have a good look at their costs, their marketing, the qualities of their products, and the kind of products they produce. As elsewhere in the economy, rising costs can stimulate innovation. The former subsidy system clearly reduced the signaling effect of rising costs and this also applies, albeit to a lesser degree, to the new subsidy system. Therefore, subsidies may not only have contributed to inefficiency, but also to a degree of ‘laziness’ when it comes to the development of new products with lower costs and qualities that are attractive to a larger audience.

**Worries About a Growing Earning Gap**

A reduction in output and/or quality and/or an increase in the earning gap usually causes discomfort, at least for some. It follows that if the abnormal rising-cost condition is the cause of the reduction in output and/or quality and/or the increase in the earning gap, which causes discomfort, the diagnosis ‘cost-disease’ is correct. However, as the next section explains, the discomfort can also have other causes. This section discusses the possible discomfort from an increasing earning gap in more detail. Artists and art companies or those in contact with them are likely to fear that in the future it will no longer be possible to find additional funds to fill the gap. When the earning gap grows, artists and art companies or those in contact with them will sooner or later end up dismayed by the unlikelihood of finding additional funding to fill the gap in the future. Or as Baumol writes “…if the funds available to an arts organization do not grow at a rate exceeding the economy’s rate of inflation, year in, year out, there will be an unavoidable retrenchment either in the quantity of performing activity or its quality.”31

Not every increase in the relative earning gap necessarily leads to discomfort. If market income rises insufficiently and ends up not covering cost increases, it is still possible for art companies to maintain output and quality levels by covering cost increases via increased non-market income in the form of donations. Because donation increases usually do not represent a threat with respect to future output or quality, this is generally not a source of discomfort. However, in practice an increasing earning gap is often – and most commonly in Europe – financed by increased amounts of subsidies or sometimes an increased input of retained earnings. Retained earnings necessarily represent a limited resource that will eventually dry up and lead to a bleaker future. Because most governments are quite capable of financing 100% of the costs of art companies, the source in the form of subsidies is in practice not limited. However, most countries place a limit on the total costs that governments are willing to finance over longer periods. For instance, in some European countries where a relatively large and often still growing part of the income of performing art companies
comes from subsidies, governments are presently attempting to reduce this part. Therefore, an increased need for subsidies is almost always a source of discomfort.

Whether there will be an increasing need for additional funds over time depends on demand. This depends on the price elasticity and the income elasticity of demand. Given the combination of these values market income may increase, decrease or remain the same when prices go up due to higher costs and thus the earning gap may decrease or increase or remain the same. (The earning gap does not increase, when both values are unity or less or if the effect of both taken together is such that over time the negative effect of price increases on market income are compensated by the positive effect of increases in the consumer’s income.

Art is a luxury good. As long as the real incomes of the relevant groups of consumers continue to rise in the western economies, spending on art will continue to increase. Moreover, art is also a so-called experience good and art consumers invested in it. There may even be a degree of addiction — beneficial or not. Generally they refuse to or are unable to substantially reduce their consumption of art when prices rise. Therefore, as many economists have discovered, higher prices lead to more spending on art even though output, for instance, in number of visits may sometimes decrease. Research on the performing arts confirms that the price elasticity of demand is generally low. Because price elasticity typically decreases with price, one can expect that price increases will lead to increased market earnings — particularly in the European situation with its generous subsidization and low art prices. But as economists discovered the phenomenon of market income in the so-called high arts, including the traditional performing arts, growing at the same rate or a higher one than the rate of inflation is not limited to countries with much subsidization. Hence, there is no need for additional funds and in this respect governments may experience no discomfort. However, even then output can sometimes go down and in that case, art companies may experience discomfort and so may the governments who worry about output.

Over longer periods, it is not only rising income levels that matter, but also rising levels of education. Even if the shadow price of leisure time has gone up – the so-called Lindner effect – the net effect of increasing prosperity is evidently positive for the arts. Ever since the Second World War, the joint effect of price and income developments in the US and Britain has been that spending on the high arts including the live traditional performing arts has risen considerably more than the rate of inflation. Despite increasing prices, the earning gap did not increase, while average output, even per capita, did not decrease. Generally, there was no cost disease. In this respect, it follows that only in those countries – primarily the mainland European countries, where the costs of live traditional performing art products increased more than the rate of inflation and more than increasing market earnings and donations – did the rising-cost condition cause a problem in the form of an increasing earning gap. Thus, if production was not inefficient in Europe, in some areas of art production there may have existed a cost disease.

Some economists have wondered whether only market income should be counted as earning. For most cultural economists donations and subsidies are not included in earning. Therefore, these do not directly influence the earning gap. However, there can be some rationale in the notion that donations and subsidies are also forms of earning. First, art companies often make a considerable effort to obtain or maintain current levels of donations and subsidies. In many ways they do so by offering services that donors and governments value. Therefore, one could argue that a donations and subsidies market exists. (This would imply some degree of price formation and thus, even the notion of an imaginary price and income elasticity for donor and government subsidies. In many ways they do so by offering services that donors and governments may experience no discomfort. However, even then output can sometimes go down and in that case, art companies may experience discomfort and so may the governments who worry about output.

Over longer periods, it is not only rising income levels that matter, but also rising levels of education. Even if the shadow price of leisure time has gone up – the so-called Lindner effect – the net effect of increasing prosperity is evidently positive for the arts. Even since the Second World War, the joint effect of price and income developments in the US and Britain has been that spending on the high arts including the live traditional performing arts has risen considerably more than the rate of inflation. Despite increasing prices, the earning gap did not increase, while average output, even per capita, did not decrease. Generally, there was no cost disease. In this respect, it follows that only in those countries – primarily the mainland European countries, where the costs of live traditional performing art products increased more than the rate of inflation and more than increasing market earnings and donations – did the rising-cost condition cause a problem in the form of an increasing earning gap. Thus, if production was not inefficient in Europe, in some areas of art production there may have existed a cost disease.

Some economists have wondered whether only market income should be counted as earning. For most cultural economists donations and subsidies are not included in earning. Therefore, these do not directly influence the earning gap. However, there can be some rationale in the notion that donations and subsidies are also forms of earning. First, art companies often make a considerable effort to obtain or maintain current levels of donations and subsidies. In many ways they do so by offering services that donors and governments value. Therefore, one could argue that a donations and subsidies market exists. (This would imply some degree of price formation and thus, even the notion of an imaginary price and income elasticity for donor and government subsidies. In many ways they do so by offering services that donors and governments may experience no discomfort. However, even then output can sometimes go down and in that case, art companies may experience discomfort and so may the governments who worry about output.

The services offered to government bodies can come in many different forms. An important service is often the maintenance or increase of the numbers of visitors or sales to art consumers via lower prices. In this respect, it is worth noting that governments often ‘pay a high price’ for this type of service. Because art is an experience good and the price elasticity of consumer demand is low, high levels of subsidy result only in minor increases in consumption. Instead, these subsidies often end up in the pockets of existing groups of art consumers who typically belong to privileged social groups. Most European governments seem to be largely unaware of these re-distribution effects or tend to ignore them. However, in the 1960s and 1970s, when they attempted to ‘diffuse’ art, they discovered the hard way that the effect of subsidies on consumption is limited.

The latter outcome is not all that amazing because the price of traditional live art performances seldom impedes less-privileged people from attending performances. (After all, people with lower average incomes attend very expensive pop concerts.) What prevents people who like classical music and
who regularly buy classical CDs from attending is not the financial or economic price of classical concert tickets; but what I call the \textit{social} price. Newcomers face a considerable social barrier. Given the existing behavioral conventions in the concert halls, including the relatively recent demands of silence, they often do not know ‘how to behave’ properly or they prefer to not behave in the ‘required’ ways. They have heard from others or know from an unhappy earlier experience, that upon entering they pay a considerable additional price in the form of discomfort, and therefore they end up preferring not to go.

Nowadays, governments that offer subsidies and some donors as well are becoming increasingly interested in more specific services as well. They stipulate conditions for subsidization that turn a subsidy in part into a ‘purchase’ of specific services or qualities of existing services. Such conditions refer to dos and don’ts that directly or indirectly contribute to, for instance, national prestige, diversity in the arts, an attractive cultural climate or the participation of immigrants. One can argue that in this way governments ‘buy’ certain services. Or in other words, governments ‘buy’ external effects, collective goods, and merit goods. In this respect, it is possible to say that the European governments subsidize the arts at a higher level than the US does because they value these external effects, collective goods, and merit goods more than the US government does. Another possibility is that the American government believes that it makes little sense to spend money on external effects, collective goods, and merit goods because even without subsidies the market and the spontaneous actions of donors and volunteers ends up producing almost as much of these effects and goods.

If one were to regard all government subsidies for the arts as purchases in a fictional market for externalities, collective goods, and merit goods, it would effectively increase ‘market’ earnings in the arts and eliminate any earning gap. It would also imply that as long as art companies are surviving there is no cost disease. Thus the cost disease theory would lose most of its relevance. Because this article examines the application of the standard cost disease theory and because this theory does not subsume subsidies under earnings, I shall not explore this interpretation any further in this article.

\textbf{A Loss-of-Attractiveness Disease: The Case of Classical Music}

Decreases in output or quality levels or increases in the earning gap usually cause discomfort, at least for some. However, it is not only the abnormal rising-cost condition that can cause decreases in output or quality or increases in the earning gap and thus justify the use of the term cost disease. Other conditions and therefore other ‘diseases’ can be involved as well, either instead of, or simultaneously along with, a cost disease.

First, imagine a situation in which costs rise more than earnings and the output of an art product decreases in comparison to the output of substitutes, while the price of the art product stays in line with the price of substitutes or becomes relatively lower. In this instance, the earning gap may or may not increase. In any case, there is discomfort because output has decreased. In this case, consumers buy relatively fewer art products and more other products, not because of prices change – that would have implied a movement along the demand curve – but because they have lost interest in the art product. In other words, the demand curve of the art product shifts downward. This implies that product qualities have changed and/or new products have been introduced. Either the assumption that quality is constant is no longer valid or tastes have changed and the assumption of given preferences is no longer valid.

A situation in which the prices of certain art products stay in line with the prices of substitutes is not uncommon. For instance, to stimulate the output of traditional live performing arts and/or to prevent it from decreasing dramatically, European governments increased their subsidy levels of the traditional performing arts and thus prices showed no noticeable increase and in fact sometimes went down in relation to that of substitutes.

The situation of classical music in relation to pop music can serve as an example. Between 1965 and 1995, the average price of subsidized classical concerts in most countries rose as much or less than the average price of pop concert tickets. During this period, live classical music lost some of its market share, while live pop music increased its market share. However, this does not mean that consumers, who in 1965 attended classical concerts, started going in increasing numbers to pop concerts instead and in 1995 were attending pop concerts far more frequently than they were classical concerts. This scenario is extremely unlikely. For the most part, people’s musical tastes do not change that much after their formative years (ages of 15 to 25). It is far more likely that the percentage of those aged 20 to 50 who regularly attended classical music concerts in 1965 has simply decreased while the percentage who regularly attended pop concerts has increased.

Some economists nevertheless argue that basic preferences are given. Whether or not one agrees, it is clear that the assumption of constant quality does not agree with the facts. The qualities of substitutes, such as the qualities of...
recordings and of live pop music has changed dramatically during that period. Recording quality has improved and media have become easier to handle. The live pop music repertoire became much larger; with countless new compositions, while existing compositions continued to be performed in ever newly evolving forms. (Unlike in classical music, pop audiences only appreciate ‘covers’, if they differ considerably from the performances of the same compositions by other well known performers.)

The new or ever-changing products offered by pop musicians were attractive for some and this, together with developments in other substitutes, contributed to the loss in market share of live classical music. Although, in this period the absolute output of classical concerts in terms of attendance figures per head decreased only little, they became relatively less attractive." While classical music may or may not have suffered from a cost disease in this period, it certainly suffered from a loss-of-attractiveness disease.

It is possible that in this period classical music and/or pop music also experienced discomfort in their competition with other substitutes and that this discomfort followed from a cost disease. To examine this possibility we now imagine a second situation. As in the previous case, costs rise more than earnings and the output of the art product goes down in comparison to the output of substitutes, but this time the price of the art product rises more than that of substitutes. In this case, consumers buy relative less of the art product and more of other products. The earning gap may or may not increase. In any case, there are signs of discomfort because output goes down. The reason for the decrease in output may be solely due to higher prices – that is, a movement along the demand curve. Or it can be due to the price rise and to a loss in interest in the art product – here the demand curve shifts downwards with a parallel movement along the curve. The question then is: Was there also a loss in attractiveness, and if so, which part of the decrease in output is due to a cost disease and which to a loss-of-attractiveness disease?

Next, let us look at live music in general. In most countries during the period 1965 to 1995, the average price of live music performances rose more than the price of listening to or watching a concert (or play or other forms of entertainment) on radio or television and thus live performed music lost some of its share in the markets for evening music entertainment and evening entertainment generally, while radio and television increased their share." Was this caused solely by a cost disease or was there also a loss-of-attractiveness disease involved? And if the latter is true, which disease was more important? It is extremely unlikely that the decrease in the share of live music performances was solely caused by a cost disease, but at the same time, it is hard to tell which part of the relative decrease is a matter of costs and which of a loss in attractiveness.

It is hard to tell because the composition of live music performances changed dramatically during this period and thus quality was far from constant. As noted, pop music became far more important. Moreover, unlike classical music, pop music is performed in a variety of formats from performances in bars to stadiums and from a single performer with an acoustic guitar or a single DJ on stage to a super band offering dramatic theatrical elements such as dancers, huge video screens, and all sorts of special effects, which are common in large halls. But most of the super bands also perform minus all these extras for smaller audiences in elite music clubs, which gives their product very different qualities. It follows that during this period quality was certainly not constant for live music performance.

The same also applies to the main substitutes for live music performances. The qualities of many substitutes, like music performances on the radio or on LP and CD, changed beyond recognition, while altogether new and successful substitutes were introduced including television, video, and DVD. The quality of technically reproduced audio and visual media became much higher and endless new products were added from soaps to all sorts of competitions on television from sports competitions to classical music competitions (with very often young performers).

In the case of art products, it follows that decreases in output and quality levels and/or increases in the earning gap may be due to the abnormal rising-cost condition and/or to a loss in attractiveness independent of cost developments.

The Assumption of Sufficiently Constant Quality

Economists who discuss or apply the cost disease theory never attempt to determine which part of an increase in the earning gap and/or a decrease in the output is actually caused by a cost disease and which part is caused by a loss-of-attractiveness disease or an inefficiency disease. Some economists just dismiss the cost disease theory; others assume that quality remains constant and leave it to others to find out if this assumption is justified. The latter practice does not need to be totally objectionable, if the economists were to make it clear that there is still work to be done and that their application of the theory may make
no sense. But because they never do this, it does become objectionable. Moreover, even if they do mention certain limitations, they never warn against using their results for decision making by policymakers – on the contrary. As responsible scientists, they should at least discuss the plausibility of their theory’s assumption of constant quality. This has not been the case thus far.

Because this article investigates the cost disease and its applications, we must ask whether quality was or was not constant in those cases in which the cost disease has been most often applied. What does constant quality mean? If it means that throughout society existing qualities remain the same and that new products are never introduced, then the cost disease theory makes no sense. However, if it means that quality in and around the area that may suffer from a cost disease is sufficiently constant to be able to apply the theory in order to find out if a cost disease exists, then economists may go ahead with the application of the cost disease theory. In this case, they will have to convince policymakers and others that quality is sufficiently constant. When is quality sufficiently constant? There is no single answer to this question. The answer will vary depending on the area under examination and on the policy issues concerned.

“Is it the same thing as before, but costing more, or is it a completely new thing, so that we are no longer comparing like with like?” This is what Blaug asked in the last sentence of his ‘final comments’ on Baumol and Bowen’s cost disease theory. In other words, when is quality sufficiently constant to allow the application of the cost disease theory?

Which qualities should at least be somewhat ‘constant’ to allow the application of this theory, depends on people’s preferences. For instance in 1997, Baumol noted that what mattered is that the average cast size in US theatres fell from 16.8 to 9.3 during the period 1965 to 1995. He evidently prefers plays with larger casts. Whether his preference followed from his enjoyment of more people on stage or from his wish that playwrights’ instructions are followed is irrelevant. What is relevant, however, is that Baumol assumes that he is not the only person who prefers large casts. He is right, but at the same time, other people certainly prefer small casts. Moreover, given the fact that art performances are experience goods, it is quite probable that the number of people who prefer the intimacy of only a few people on stage is rapidly growing.

It is safe to say that the product quality of cast size is bound to be a quality of concern for audiences. Therefore, performances with larger casts serve as a substitute for the recently introduced plays with smaller casts and vice versa.

The same applies to plays with or without the conscientious following of the playwright’s instructions in general. By choosing certain product qualities and not others, producers compete with one another. For the economist, qualities like cast size and the following of other instructions are but two of many product qualities that may or may not matter in the choices that consumers make.

Whether qualities that consumers care for are sufficiently constant to be able to apply the cost disease theory depends on the questions posed and the policy issues at stake. These tend to be different at various levels of aggregation. That they differ follows from the fact that if there is discomfort, the nature of the discomfort and its possible cures also differ at various levels. Therefore, if the discomfort follows from the rising-cost condition and not some other condition, it is necessary to define the market of the art product and its important substitutes.

Bruce Seaman, while discussing a question that a performing company may ask before deciding on its choice of repertoire, writes: “This question and many others can only be answered after clarifying the identity of the potential competitors, i.e., defining the relevant market in terms of sufficiently close substitute products in an appropriate geographical area.” Because questions vary at all the various levels of decision making, relevant markets differ as well.

In the preceding section I discussed two examples at two intermediate levels of aggregation: the situation of live classical concerts in relation to live pop concerts and of live performances in relation to other forms of evening entertainment. The first example presents a case of the often ignored competition within the arts; the second of both the competition within the arts and with other areas of production. At these levels, economists, researchers, art administrators, and politicians usually discuss the possibility of a cost disease in relation to the cost and benefits of various forms of subsidization that may serve to keep certain areas of art production alive and kicking. For instance, although in his address to the President’s Committee Baumol speaks of a cost disease in the live performing arts and in the arts in general, he does not clearly distinguish between the two. Given the fact that he pleads for more subsidies for traditional performing arts companies, he evidently is more concerned with the traditional performing arts at these two specific levels of aggregation.

If politicians want to arrest the decline in market share of live music and cost and benefits of subsidization are discussed, it clearly makes a difference of whether there is a cost disease and/or a loss-of-attractiveness disease present. In the cost-disease case, (temporary) subsidies may be given to performing arts
companies to slow down the rise in prices or, more effectively, to let them invest in the development of similar products with lower costs. In the loss-of-attractiveness case, subsidies could be given to altogether different institutions to use for the promotion of cultural education.

It became clear in the previous section that in these cases, quality is clearly insufficiently constant to be able to apply the cost disease theory. Whereas in these cases, competition between live classical and pop music performances is primarily a matter of generations developing their own distinctive tastes, the following example that refers to a case of competition for the attention of the same social and age group may well be even more convincing, because almost everybody has some experience with it.

Many older patrons of classical music concerts, who in the 1950s and 1960s attended concerts on an almost weekly basis, will have no problem admitting that nowadays they attend live concerts less often than they did thirty years ago. Are higher prices to blame? That is unlikely. As already noted, in most instances in the West, subsidies and donations helped prevent any dramatic increase in real prices. Instead, they would point to the fact that they now listen to high quality recordings at home: first LPs and now CDs. New or improved substitutes with attractive characteristics in related areas of art production quality are evidently not sufficiently constant to allow for the application of the cost disease theory.

When consumers become aware of new products and changing qualities they make up their minds about them. In the case of music consumption, many qualities are important; think for instance of the differences in sound quality between at home, in a large hall, or in a small bar; think of the presence or absence of a here-and-now experience; the permission or ban on dancing, moving around, eating, or making noise (i.e., coughing or singing along); the (im)possibility of choosing one’s own time to consume, intermissions, etc. With so many relevant qualities that may be attractive to various consumers, and that are not constant, one cannot possibly make a definitive diagnosis of ‘cost disease’, in a situation where a rising-cost condition exists. The discomfort may well be largely due to a condition of withering relative attractiveness, whether it be temporary or permanent.

Does the same apply in case of lower levels of aggregation as well? Given the questions asked and the political issues at stake at such levels, we need to define more restricted markets. It can be expected that the lower the level of aggregation and the smaller the relevant markets, the stricter the assumption of constant quality must be interpreted.

In the common applications of the cost disease theory, researchers often ignore close competitors and focusing primarily on more-distant competitors. Considering the policy issues that are at stake, this is often not justified. Let us look at the most commonly used example for the explanation of the cost disease theory: the string quartet. It requires as many musicians and as much time on stage now as 300 years ago. Moreover, without electronic amplification, attendance during a concert by a ‘chamber’ orchestra remains clearly limited. The condition of continuous cost increases exceeding the rate of inflation does exist. Finally, at least some chamber orchestras experience discomfort, because they can only perform periodically or because their earning gap has increased and thus, to cover their costs they request more and more subsidies. However, symphony orchestras also apply for ever more subsidies. At the same time, budgets are limited and policymakers must distribute their funds among the various applicants.

In the 1970s, many countries saw a rapid increase in the number of ensembles and chamber orchestras (including string quartets). While some of them specialized in the performance of traditional music played on period instruments, others preferred a more contemporary repertoire. Consequently, some symphony orchestras in their funding applications argued that they needed higher subsidies, because they were suffering from a more severe strain of cost disease than the new companies in the burgeoning ensemble scene. Were they right in their claims of a more severe cost disease?

At this low level of aggregation, consumers care for quite specific product qualities. With regard to theatre we already mentioned cast size and closely following the director’s instructions. Corresponding examples in music are the number of musicians on stage and the kind of instruments they play. Are the latter ‘as much as possible’ the same as when the work was first performed or are they the instruments the 19th century audiences listened to? People who attend chamber orchestra performances of baroque compositions on ‘original’ instruments apparently prefer a smaller orchestra and older instruments. (Evidently, in the realms of music and theatre, not everybody prefers more people on stage.)

With respect to the repertoire, in both baroque and contemporary music, the overlap between ensembles and symphony orchestras is fairly limited. (Examples of overlap are Handel’s “Messiah” and Bach’s “Matthews Passion”
while in the modern repertoire it is often compositions by Berio and Boulez. Presently the overlap is rapidly increasing. Therefore, it was not only the same products that were offered with different qualities, but also entirely different products.

In many countries, the new ensembles, playing both old and contemporary music, considerably increased their share of the live classical music market in the period 1965 to 1995. In the Netherlands, for instance, the share in the total attendance of live classical concerts of ensembles increased from a very low percentage around 1970 to more than 4% in 1980, more than 8% in 1990, and more than 16% in 1995. The increase was largely the same for the ancient music ensembles and the ensembles playing contemporary music. Only a relative small part of their audience was new, i.e. it had not been visiting symphony concerts before. It follows that some of the regular patrons of large orchestra concerts apparently also started to attend the concerts by smaller ensembles or increased their attendance at the cost of their large orchestra attendance.

Although the ticket prices of the small ensemble concerts varied considerable, the average ticket price was generally the same as those of the symphony orchestras. Because there were fewer musicians on stage, costs per production were lower. At the same time, due to varying audience sizes, cost per patron varied considerably. The main reason why the prices of both type of concerts were largely the same was that in most countries subsidies per patron in the case of ensembles were (and are) much lower.

More importantly, between 1965 and 1995, the relative yearly increase in average ticket prices was more or less the same for both types of concerts. At the same time, the annual increase in costs of the large symphony orchestras exceeded the rate of inflation as well as the rate of cost increases in the production of relevant substitutes including those offered by the new ensembles. In the case of the symphony orchestras the rising-cost condition clearly existed. Nevertheless, given the fact that the development in ticket prices was largely the same, the relative discomfort of the symphony orchestras must have been caused by a loss in relative attractiveness and not by the rising-cost condition. The ensemble concerts represented substitutes that were relatively more attractive than the symphony orchestras.

Even hypothetically speaking, had the ticket prices of the new music concerts been much lower than those of traditional concerts or had merely risen less, given the issue at stake, qualities were clearly not sufficiently constant to allow statements on a possible cost disease. In this hypothetical case as well, we certainly would have had a case of loss-of-attractiveness disease with the symphony orchestras, which may very well have been the more severe disease.

(I deliberately chose the example of the ensembles because it illustrates the absurd conclusions the application of the cost disease theory can lead to. Why protect standard nineteenth-century classical music practices against successful new practices that are supposed to be even more original or authentic and that are less costly to produce?)

Finally, we have to ask whether quality is also insufficiently constant at higher levels of aggregation to allow application of the cost disease theory, for instance when developments in the arts, education or health care are discussed. What is of concern in the case of the arts is the development of costs, prices, and output in relation to other entertainment products. Thus, the relevant market is very large. Given the common research and political issues at stake at this level, the requirement of sufficiently constant quality can now be interpreted in a far less strict sense. And yet, in the case of the arts, the application of the cost disease is still out of question. The arts are far too integrated in the entertainment industry at large. They compete with many alternatives goods, from television soaps, visits to non-art museums and walks in a regenerated city center. Moreover, as we shall see in the next section, the qualities of the arts themselves are also far too dynamic to allow the standard application of the cost disease theory.

The same however, does not necessarily apply to the application of the cost disease theory in the overall areas of health care and education. In these areas, Baumol also predicted and discovered a cost disease. Here the analysis mostly serves a general understanding instead of the making of specific political decisions. Qualities in health care, education and areas that offer substitutes are also continually changing. In health care, technological improvements and the introduction of new therapies mean changes in quality that matter to individual patients and their families. Meanwhile, students care about the type of contact they have with their tutors, via the internet or face to face. But when it comes to for instance the competition between average health care products and average substitutes, like more holidays or the choice of less stressful work or different eating or smoking habits, the changes in the qualities of the health care products and their substitutes could be of little consequence. The average consumer’s appreciation of high quality health care or education is generally so high, that any substitutes are more likely to serve as complements than as substitutes. To
some degree, this same line of reasoning may apply to the service sector as a whole as well.

Therefore, in areas of high-level aggregation – while keeping in mind general research questions – one may fairly confidently state that quality is sufficiently constant to allow application of the cost disease theory. Therefore, if costs in these areas rise more than elsewhere and lead to an increase in the overall earning gap and people begin to worry about it, the use of the term cost disease may be justified. But the same does not apply to the arts.

Art is Always on the Move

In 1965, Baumol and Bowen found their inspiration for the development of the theory of unbalanced growth in the traditional performing arts, especially music. The traditional performing arts also played a prominent role in later discussions on the cost disease theory. In the 1960s and 1970s, these arts were in a state of relative inertia. At that time, the relative inertia in classical music had already been in place for at least 40 years and to a degree the relative inertia continues to the present day. Moreover, up to the 1960s, the changes in possible substitutes for live performances were not as dramatic as they have been since then. Therefore, the assumption that in 1965 the quality was largely constant within and around the area of the traditional performing arts may not have been so outrageous. Nevertheless, even 40 years is not really a long time. In the long run, art has always been in flux in western societies and periods of inertia are short lived and only appear in relatively small areas of the arts. Because the idea of inertia that underlies the cost disease theory appears to be rather persistent among cultural economists, I offer some examples of the contrary, which may help cultural economists to develop an eye for change in the arts and thus induce them to drop the standard cost disease theory.

Technological changes in the production of products which we now call art is inevitable. The arts have applied as well as initiated and invented new techniques. The people who introduced notational systems for music are now considered artists. This has led to an enormous increase in productivity. The notated compositions of Bach, for instance, have been performed for literally millions of people worldwide. By comparison, medieval minstrels reached relatively small audiences.

Later on, both writers and composers profited from improved and cheaper printing techniques. Printed sheet music served not only professional performers, but it allowed music to enter countless middle-class homes in the form of so-called Hausmusik. (Composers like Mozart were all for the dissemination of their music in this manner. They even wrote compositions that were easier to play. This is how they earned extra money, while their fame grew as well.)

In Western society, the introduction of new musical instruments and the replacement of older instruments continues without end. Some landmarks include the introduction of the piano forte, the electric guitar, and the synthesizer.

Visual artists developed oil paints and the technique of lithography. Oil paints became the basis of all manufactured paint for at least three centuries, while the most commonly applied present day commercial printing technique is still based on the principle of lithography.

Until approximately 1920, new performance formats and new musical instruments were continuously being introduced into classical music and the performance of works by renowned classical composers was permitted to change during their times and thereafter as well. In general, both composers and audiences applauded the changes in quality. The last major change in this realm was probably the introduction of ‘listening in silence’. Less than 100 years ago, there were still tables and chairs in the major concert halls and waiters served drinks while the orchestra played. Moreover, the repertoire consisted mainly of popular fragments of ‘serious’ classical music and popular music. (Despite protests from the majority of regular visitors, popular music gradually disappeared from the repertoire during the early decades of the twentieth century.)

Along with new instruments and larger halls with considerably improved acoustic amplification (i.e., ‘unnaturally’ long reverberation, much longer than that of the salons that the early composers had in mind for the performance of their compositions) product qualities changed as well. High quality recordings listened to in privacy of one’s home, where there is far less reverberation again, produced once more different product qualities. The same applies to the electronic amplification of acoustic instruments and the human voice in jazz and pop music.

The setting in which old visual art was publicly exhibited has also continued to change again and again. Museums competed with one another by changing their interiors, often beyond recognition, almost every fifty years. Because no
painting or sculpture can be isolated from its background, the qualities of the artworks changed as well.

In the performing arts, the new techniques of electronic amplification and the digital production of sound and vision (among others, through so-called video-walls) have become widespread. These techniques allow smaller ensembles and casts to perform for larger audiences. Using these techniques, existing products necessarily change while new products are introduced. The end of this development is not yet in sight. For instance, it is highly probable that before too long, many (but not all) orchestras playing classical music will begin using large video screens to show blown-up images of, among others, the expressive faces of the conductors, a quality many people presently enjoy in classical concerts on television.

A recent example of new techniques leading to new art products is the introduction of the computer in art production. Word-processing, musical notation programs (Finale and Cubase), electronic music programs, drawing programs, photo-manipulation programs (Photoshop), etc., not only increase productivity but, far more importantly, they change existing art products and enable the development of new art products.

**Why Did the Cost Disease Theory Become Successful?**

Cultural economists can be expected to study cost and price developments and competition in various areas in the arts and in areas that offer substitutes. The study of cost and price developments within the arts is pretty advanced by now, but as Bruce Seaman has demonstrated the study of inter-art competition is still in the developmental stage. Both type of studies are essential for a proper understanding of the arts economy and making sound policy decisions. Given the relative inertia in the traditional performing arts in the 1960s, it is also understandable that Baumol and Bowen developed their theory of unbalanced growth. However, the lasting success of the theory and its applications is harder to comprehend given the fact that there has been so much change in the arts and inertia is not at all typical for the arts.

At least four factors seem to have contributed to the success of the cost disease theory. The first is that cultural economists are not average economists. They form a special group with special interests. Second, the static point of departure of neoclassical theory makes it hard to see change and incorporate its consequences into the analysis. Third, the romantic obsession of our society with the-work-itself and its creator make us think that art works exist forever and never change. And fourth, economists like simple and ‘economic’ economic theories. (Such theories may even give their ‘consumers’ a form of aesthetic pleasure not unlike art products do.) The cost disease theory has these qualities.

Cultural economists are basically culturally involved people. They care about art and culture. These economists stuck out their necks especially at the beginning of cultural economics by affiliating with cultural topics that were untypical for standard economic research. The less well-known economists among them ran the risk of being dismissed as softies. The better-known economists however, could also augment their status in the scientific world by showing interest in the arts. To put it crudely: through their affiliation with the high arts, these ‘cultured’ economists showed that they were ‘higher’ than the typical ‘dull’ economist.

Moreover, most of us who stood at the birth of cultural economics felt guilty or ashamed of being so involved in the apparently tough economic science that focused so much on rational and calculating behavior. Our cultural ‘hobby’ within economics – in those early days it was a mere side-track – made us feel better. Most importantly however, we were fervent participants in various art forms either as practitioners or as fanatical consumers. All of us went to live performances and art museums far more often than most economists did. We cared about art, we thought that the arts were far more vulnerable than other sectors of production and therefore we chose to do research we thought the arts could benefit from.

It was only natural that when as a result of their investigation of the performing arts Baumol and Bowen presented the first broad theory on cultural economics, the cost disease theory, we welcomed it, embraced it and started to apply it in many areas of art production. In practice, this theory seemed to serve the arts well, most of all the traditional live performing arts, in the sense that it helped art producers in their, in those often successful, quest for more subsidies and donations.

Second, the neoclassical training of the founding fathers of cultural economics contributed to the development and success of the cost disease theory. In ‘classic’ economics the value of goods was supposed to rest on primary qualities that inhere in an object. Such qualities ‘entered’ the product during their creation. The value is intrinsic and does not depend on tastes or on social circumstances. This runs parallel with what can be called the traditional or standard view in art history. In the latter view aesthetic value is also intrinsic.
In neo-classical economics value is no longer absolute; it may differ from one individual to another. However, the individual is supposed to be autonomous and the social surroundings of the individual are irrelevant. Thus, his valuation still rests exclusively on the primary, intrinsic qualities of works of art. (The apparently opposite extremes of the relativistic approach of neo-classical economics and the absolute approach of classical economics meet.) Therefore, neither classical nor neo-classical economics are designed to handle the consequences of social change. Ultimately these a-historic theories cannot but assume that the quality of goods, including works of art, do not change: quality is constant.  

The correspondence between, on the one hand, classical and neo-classical or standard economics and, on the other hand, standard art history is no coincidence. Both views stem from a classic and mechanical perception of the world. Product qualities and preferences are intrinsic, innate, and given. Strangely enough, this view connects well with the romantic view of people in what has been called the Romantic Order, which emerged two centuries ago and remains characteristic of our culture. One characteristic of this order is the belief in the possibility of the individual, including artists, to be independent and autonomous. As Dolfsma writes: “Behind [Gary] Becker’s cold analytical front stage, there is thus an oddly romantic backstage.”

The ongoing Romantic Order builds on the Renaissance invention of the individual. The individual has moved to the center. His abilities and preferences are not just given, they are also ‘gifts’. Even when social circumstances are taken into account, they represent constraints rather than constituting factors. This view has a normative dimension. The ‘social’ hampers the realization of people’s full potential, of their true individuality. Therefore, people and most of all artists, should be as autonomous as possible. The lack of interest in change and, more generally, the absence of a socio-historical perspective and thus the assumption of constant quality have a normative undertone that is understandable from a historic point of view but is not justifiable.

The third factor that may have contributed to the emergence and success of the cost disease theory is related to the previous factor. In our society a romantic obsession exists with the-work-itself and its creator. It makes us think that art works exist forever and never change. Because of this it is somewhat less amazing that cultural economists tend to believe that only authentic ‘originals’ count and thus quality must be constant, i.e., it is constant or otherwise it should be constant. Anything that is seen as inauthentic, like an adaptation, a technically reproduced version, new works of art or other forms of entertainment, cannot possibly replace the original, and therefore it is unimaginable that they can serve as substitutes for consumers.

Cultural Economists Confuse Aesthetic Value, Subjective Value and Personal Value

The romantic attitude of the last two centuries contributed to two fundamental mistakes that cultural economists have made. First, like most people, they have been obsessed with ‘the-work-itself’: a static, original, and authentic artwork that exists independent of social context and historic developments. Second, looking back, it seems that cultural economists confused subjective value in the neoclassical sense with both their own values and with aesthetic value.

The belief in the extremely high quality of the original and authentic work of old composers and playwrights, of ‘the-work-itself’, is so persistent, that I need to make a few remarks that put this notion in perspective. First, it should be acknowledged that, contrary to what the romantic obsession of our society with the-work-itself and with its creator makes us believe, art products, like actual manuscripts, scores, choreographies, visual art objects or ‘authentic’ performances do not live forever. Due to developments involving costs and tastes, the vast majority of artworks ends up in the garbage bin, most of them during the artist’s lifetime or not long thereafter. Even styles disappear forever. Thanks to this continuous clearance both physical and mental shelf space becomes available for new interesting art products. Only an extremely small selection of artworks is kept in places like libraries and museums of visual art and in the ‘museums’ of live performances of ancient music. Moreover, the latter are also increasingly stored in technically reproduced formats.

In art-loving circles, technical reproductions are looked down upon as less interesting; they are certainly not regarded as original and authentic works. However, even in the more strict interpretation of a work of art, i.e., the interpretation used in standard art history, technical reproductions do not fall outside the definition of an original and authentic work of art. For instance, in the case of a specific baroque composition live performances of this composition with period instruments, with standard instruments and with electronically amplified instruments as well as performances of the composition from CD, i.e., in technically reproduced form, are generally true and authentic instances of the work of art. The technical reproduction is just as much an
original as the live performance. This is the very essence of allographic art forms. One performance is no more true or authentic than the other. Only when performances fail to follow the explicit instructions of the creator, do they become adaptations or falsifications rather than instances. (An example of falsification is when performers play the ‘wrong’ notes or when texts have been cut or changed. Many examples of works of art exist, however, where even ‘true’ art lovers appreciate an adaptation more than the original.)

The standard art historian interpretation of the artwork is wider than most people think it is, but it is still far stricter than the interpretation that is most commonly used in art sociology and contemporary art history. In the latter’s interpretation, almost all adaptations and falsifications are also part of an artwork as the artwork moves in ever-changing appearances through time. In this interpretation, there is not one creator, but many creators including intermediaries and audiences produce and reproduce the work of art. The artwork cannot be separated from its social setting. A true work of art does not exist. Even if one were to attempt to reproduce all the circumstances of a baroque concert in the days it was composed, for instance by having it performed in the ambiance of a princely salon, asking the audience to be far noisier than contemporary audiences, letting audience members arrive in carriages etc., one could never totally reproduce the artwork the original patrons experienced, precisely because the social setting differs. Among others, we have received an altogether different musical education and live in a world with unique new problems. It makes no sense to look for the-work-itself. Barbara Smith writes “When all such utilities, interests, and particular sources of value have been subtracted, nothing remains.”

Second, because art-loving cultural economists generally are culturally well-informed people who listen to experts, their own valuation of high and low quality in the arts has largely coincided with aesthetic value as defined by experts. In the 1960s and 1970s, the traditional performing arts had a high value for them while, on the other hand, the then recently introduced pop music had a low value for them. They found it hard to acknowledge that average people might have different opinions given their choices in the market. Evidently they projected their own values on others and so assumed that subjective value could not possibly differ from aesthetic value and thus from their own values. If there was a problem it was an information problem. It is very likely, that some wishful thinking was involved here, in the sense that other people’s values should correspond with aesthetic value and thus with their own values. Their own values are superior values, their own tastes are superior tastes and others must be taught to develop these tastes. It is not impossible that some cultural economists were more or less aware of their paternalistic attitude, but preferred to draw people’s attention to a possible cost disease instead of emphasizing the merit good character of traditional art products, because in the latter case they could be accused of paternalism.

Paternalistic or not, responsible people sometimes feel so strong about other people’s ‘wrong’ values and lack of interest in the so-called high arts that they believe that the values of the latter are harmful to themselves and/or society. Thus they experience discomfort. But their discomfort does not follow from an abnormal rising-cost condition, but from a condition that rests in valuations. Therefore there is no cost disease, but a supposedly-wrong-valuations disease. This type of ‘disease’ tends to be fashionable and very much a product of its age. For instance, in the 1960s, responsible people believed that the lack of interest in live classical music among the young, who at that time were turning to ‘inferior’ pop music, was harmful. While today, in places like France and the Netherlands, responsible people urge their governments to promote the active participation of youngsters in all forms of live music, including pop music. In hindsight, it turns out that behind the façade of the ‘cost disease’ we find a hidden disagreement on values. The discomfort of the cultural elites was caused by a supposedly-wrong-valuations disease and not a cost disease.

**Conclusion**

The cost disease theory is a simple, ‘economic’, and aesthetically pleasing theory. As a logical exercise with a distressful outcome, comparable to the Malthusian model of population growth and economic stagnation, it appeals to both researchers and policymakers who worry about the future of the arts.

Part of the theory’s success in Cultural Economics and among people involved in art, can also be explained by the fact that the application of the theory served a cultural elite that cared about art and thus had an interest in the subsidization of the traditional performing arts. At the same time, however, it is questionable whether in the long run the traditional performing arts have benefited from increased subsidies and donations, because the latter hindered innovation, increased inefficiency, and thus made them more vulnerable.

In spite of its success, the cost disease theory is a failure as far as its contribution to our cognition of the ‘real world’ is concerned. The most important reason is that in the arts quality is insufficiently constant to allow
proper application of the theory. (However, the same does not necessarily apply to education and health care.)

Cultural economists have applied the theory to the arts and have come to conclusions on the existence of a cost disease or the likelihood of a future cost disease in certain areas of the arts and in the arts in general. They generally did so without mentioning the possibility that their hypotheses could be wrong and without discussing the implications this may have on their conclusions. Moreover, most of the time they failed to mention, let alone discuss the possibility, that the discomfort experienced by the ‘diseased’ art companies or by areas in the arts may also be caused by conditions that are not related to cost developments.

The cost disease theory can be saved if economists are prepared and capable of working together with other social scientists in order to investigate the relative importance of ‘economic’ factors next to ‘social’ and ‘cultural’ factors.71 Thus it may be possible to arrive at necessarily crude assessments of the (probably limited) importance of the cost disease compared to other diseases, most of all the loss-of-attractiveness disease, but also the inefficiency disease, including a subsidy disease, and a supposedly-wrong-valuations disease. Given their training, it is unlikely that in the years to come economists will be able and willing to make a real effort with respect to such inter-disciplinary research. Therefore, for the time being, it is preferable to just forget about the cost disease and to ban the term ‘cost disease’ from the cultural economics vocabulary.

This advice does not apply to the theory of unbalanced growth. Studies in Cultural Economics on the development of costs and labor productivity in specific areas in the arts and on competition within the arts and with other areas of production are anyway useful for the understanding of the arts economy and can be relevant for policy making. Therefore, I hope and expect that when economists forget about the cost disease, they will be able to look afresh and with open minds at cost developments and competition in the arts.72 Only in this way can Cultural Economics contribute to the understanding of how technological developments and economic, social, and cultural factors work together in the shaping and reshaping of the arts.
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